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A quick word
In order to make and keep things straight forward for you as
an official dealer/reseller and your customers, it’s important
you know as much as you can about our brand. Consider
this book as a guide that will help you to explain to your staff
and customers who we are and what we do. It gives you a
feeling about how we look, what we’re good at and how we
communicate to and with the professional.

Contact the closest HiKOKI office
to your location for promotion material.
See back side for contact information.
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Call it our
philosophy,
call it our
manifest.

Building on the legacy,
to shape the future.
Ever since 1948 we've been designing
and developing high performance
power tools. For over 70 years our
Japanese engineers have utilized
their technical knowledge, skills and
experience to constantly improve
our power tools. Guided by Japanese
design principles, every element of
our products is chosen to improve
performance, balance, usability,
longevity and control. Our attention
to details ensures the professional can
finish every job as easily as possible.
That’s what drives us and keeps us
one step ahead.

Our brand.

Ambition
HiKOKI aims to be a global leader in professional
power tool manufacturing, become the best and
closest partner of our clients and dealers and help
them growing.

Our brand.
Comfortable in any thinkable
way.

Proposition
Provide the professional with power tools that make
every single job as easy as possible.

Personality
In order to improve and innovate our power tools,
we are constantly listening to the demands and needs
of the professional. Knowing and understanding our
customers is what characterizes us and makes us helpful,
straightforward, reliable, proud and progressive in
everything we say and do.

Customer
For the professionals, one of the most important aspects
of choosing a power tool is that it makes the job as easy
as possible. Of course they want a quality product they
can rely on, but the need for a power tool that feels
comfortable to hold is the decisive factor.
The professional who has exacting standards, who
knows what’s needed to get the job done and
who depends on their tools. That’s a HiKOKI user.

What we stand for
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Don’t act tough, be
accessible. Don’t make
promises, build trust.
Don’t use technologies,
innovate technologies.
Never just develop,
always improve.
Our brand.
Comfortable in any thinkable
way.

Contents
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Innovation
never stops.

We know how,
and we know why.
For decades we've been designing and developing
power tools with the most innovative technologies.
Our designers and engineers have the knowledge,
skills and experience to constantly improve our product.
In totally different ways, but with always the same goal:
create power tools that make every job as easy and
comfortable as possible.
In order to reach this goal we have our own
in-house design team and committed engineers who
are continuously looking for forms, materials and
technologies that can contribute to improving the ease
of use of the power tool.
The key is to always ask ourselves how we can
make it more ergonomic, so the professional is
provided with a power tool that...

feels more comfortable
makes the job easier
quieter
is more durable
more reliable
and safer than ever

Design & Technology
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Ergonomics
is in our DNA.
Well-designed,
easy to operate,
comfortable,
reliable, safe.

70 years of Japanese technological
knowledge, skills and experience
is what we’re most proud of.
We develop products that will
make even the toughest job as
easy and comfortable as possible.

Meet our
flagships
Contents
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MULTI VOLT battery

AC power.
DC freedom.
A new generation battery system, with almost
the same size and weight as our 18 V battery,
but it’s the technology inside that provides
you with the great improvements you need.
Doubling voltage provides the optimal power,
without the hassle of cords. The MULTI VOLT
battery is compatible with almost every cordless
HiKOKI power tool, which means you can
easily switch from one power tool to another,
regardless the voltage. So you’re just a simple
click away from maximum performance.

Meet our flagships
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AC Brushless Motor series

Everlasting
efficiency.
The professional no longer has to worry about
losing voltage and power when using an
extension cord. Our AC Brushless Motor series
feature an electronic-circuit control that offers
a continuous and constant power output.
Technology that brings a whole new level of
performance and durability to our heavy duty
range of power tools. With the innovative
AC Brushless Motor you'll experience more
power and less energy consumption.
We have also eliminated some major wearing
parts, which means a compact and lightweight
power tool, less wear and tear and less
maintenance. This also contributes to the fact
that the motor lasts longer and operates far more
efficiently than conventional brushed motors.

Meet our flagships
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Li-ion Nailer series

Blending
portability
with power.
Experience the same power as pneumatic nailers,
but without an air hose, power cord or fuel gas
cell. Besides the portability, the HiKOKI Li-ion
Nailer series have a great gravity balance and an
ergonomic soft grip, which makes your job as
easy and comfortable as possible. The unique air
spring drive system, which is integrated inside
the machine, requires no gas cartridges, so
maintenance is minimised. The Dry-fire lockout
prevents unwanted marks or scratches on the
material, so you can rely on a well-finished result.

Meet our flagships
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Our legacy.

Our brand name is new,
but our company isn't.
We've been developing innovative technologies for over
70 years. We are proud of our achievements and this is
something we want to tell our customers.
By telling about our legacy we want to create a
comfortable feeling of trust towards the professional.
In a single sentence we summarize what the foundation
of our brand is.

Developing innovative technologies
in Japan since 1948.

Our legacy
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HiKOKI Service.
How we
support the
professional.

At HiKOKI we pride ourselves on meeting
the needs of the professional. Providing
you with high performance power tools
you can rely on, is only a part of the
service we offer. Because where even the
best power tools need a little attention
now and then, the professional sometimes
need help or advice as well. We are here
to support you and your power tools
whenever you need us.

3 year power tool warranty
+2 year AC Brushless Motor
warranty after product registration
Technical support hotline

hikoki.com/service

HiKOKI Service
leaflet
HiKOKI Service 27

Bringing
the brand
to life.

Look & Feel
We have talked about who we are as a brand and
what our foundation is. We do not directly propagate
information about ourselves to our customers.
So therefore we need to translate this to something
which is representative, relevant and interesting to them.
In the following pages we cover
how we communicate this.

Tone of voice
Logo
Photography

Bringing the brand to life
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Tone of voice.
Speaking
with the
professional.

The way we talk
to the professional.
Whenever we speak with the professional,
it’s important to keep it genuine and consistent.
Whether it’s mass communication or one-to-one
contact, we always keep ease of use in mind,
but don’t necessarily talk about it.
That means we stay close to a language in which we
meet the emotional needs of the professional, but in
a way that still talks about technical innovations and
functional specifications.

What we don't say:

What we do say:

“I want a powerful product.”

“I want a product that helps me work faster.”

“I want a lightweight machine.”

“I want a machine that’s easy to use.”

“I want a cordless power tool.”

“I don’t want the hassle of cords.”

Bringing the brand to life. Tone of voice
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More about
our logo.

Brand logo
The number 1 between the character ‘i’ and ‘K’ refers
to our belief that HiKOKI wants to represent the market
leader and offers the number 1 product for to our
customers. The italic/gothic font gives a feeling of high
speed and powerful products, and conquering the
worldwide competition. For many years the green brand
colour has been used for the products and is considered
as a symbol for the company.

Please note that when you would like to use the brand
logo, you need HiKOKI’s permission. As soon as you get
an approval, you will be guided about how to use it.

Bringing the brand to life. Logo
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Photography.
Making it
tangible.

The way we present
our products
We want to create an image that shows a reliable
brand. Therefore it's important to stay close to the
professionals reality in action photography. And in
our product photography we give all products the
attention they deserve.

Bringing the brand to life. Photography
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Action
photography.
We want to reach our target audience
by creating images they can relate to,
that show our products are easy to use,
and in which we come across as the
most professional and reliable brand in
power tools.

Bringing the brand to life. Photography
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Bringing the brand to life. Photography
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Detail
photography.
Sometimes it’s nice to have a
product photographed in a simple
setting. This can add more depth
and context to the product. In a
catalogue it’s an easy way to give
more attention to a single product.
By zooming in you can also
highlight certain features.

Bringing the brand to life. Photography
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Packshot
photography.
All of our products should get the
attention they deserve. They are
the outcome of years of research
and development and therefore
are the heros of our company.

Bringing the brand to life. Photography
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Communication
examples.
From elements
to visuals.

It's very important how we
come across to our customers.
We have to show and tell
them what our brand stands
for and we have to be
consistent while doing so.

Power tools
catalogue

Innovation
never stops

2018 -2019

We proudly introduce to you our 2018-2019
catalogue. Have a look at this year’s HiKOKI
high performance power tools. All bundled
in a clear book. Some you may already know,
some are provided with the newest designs and
latest technologies our in-house designers
and engineers have been working on.

Ever since 1948 we've been designing
and developing high performance
power tools. For over 70 years our
Japanese engineers have utilized their
technological knowledge, skills and
experience to constantly improve our
power tools. Guided by Japanese design
principles, every element of our products
is chosen to improve performance,
balance, usability, longevity and control.
Attention to details that ensures the
professional in finishing every single job
as easy as possible. That’s what drives us
and keeps us one step ahead.

Contents.
Everything
to reach
the highest
performance.
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Introduction

Drilling

General information

Drills
Angle drill
Impact drills
Masonry drill

Index

Miscellaneous
00
00
00
00

Demolition

Technologies

Rotary hammers
Demolition hammers

Innovative highlights

00
00

Angle drills
Automatic screw drivers
Impact driver drills

00
00
00

Rotary hammers
Impact drivers

00
00

Electronic pulse drivers
Angle impact drivers
Impact wrenches

00
00
00

Disc grinders
Mini grinder
Multi tools

00
00
00

Shear
Nibbler
Steel rebar cutters

00
00
00

Stud cutters
Band saw

00
00

Circular saws
Mini saw
Jig saws

00
00
00

Reciprocating saws
Planers
Cleaners

00
00
00

High pressure washer
Blower
Brad nailer

00
00
00

Finish nailers
Stapler
Hedge trimmers
Grass trimmer
Lawn mowers

00
00
00
00
00

Radios
Fans
Heated outerwear

00
00
00

Cooling jacket
Head light
USB adapters

00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Pneumatic

Fastening

Cordless

Dust extractors
Shear
Nibbler
Mixers
Blowers
Heat guns
DC arc welding machines
High pressure washers

Screw drivers

00

Automatic screw driver
Impact wrenches

00
00

Grinding

Staplers
Nailers
High pressure air compressor

00
00
00

Gas nailers

00

Disc grinders
Hand grinders

00
00

Outdoor power
equipment (engine products)

Portable grinde

00

Chain saws

00

Grass trimmers / brush cutters
Lawn mowers
Cutters

00
00
00

Polishing & sanding
Polisher

00

Sander polishers
Disc sanderl
Orbital sanders

00
00
00

Random orbit sanders
Belt aanders

00
00

Cutting
Multi tool
Cutters

00
00

Portable cut-off machine
Disc cutter
High-speed cut-off machines

00
00
00

Sawing
Metal cutting saw
Circular saws
Slide compound miter saws

00
00
00

Compound miter saws
Table top mitre saws
Jig saws

00
00
00

Reciprocating saws

00

Outdoor power
equipment (power tools)
Hedge trimmers
Chain saws
Grass trimmers
Lawn mowers

00
00
00
00

Expert
Drills
Impact drill

00
00

Jig saw
Orbital sander

00
00

Table of carbon brushes
Staplers
Nailers

00
00

High pressure air compressor
Gas nailers

00
00

Planning & routing
Cutters
Planers

00
00

Trimmer
Routers

00
00

Power tools catalogue 2018 - 2019
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Hammers Rotary hammers

Hammers

DH28PBYWSZ
SDS-PLUS Rotary hammer

Accu machines
18 V18 V
Battery
machines

Accu machines
Battery
machines18
18VV

DS18DJLWCZ
DS18DJLWCZ

DV18DBL2WPZ
DV18DBL2WPZ

Accu schroefmachine
Battery
drill
EAN 4966376310845
4966376310845

Accu
klop-boor-schroefmachine
Battery
impact drill
EAN
EAN4966376312290
4966376312290

Standaard toebehoren
1 zijhandvat - 1 diepteaanslag - 1 kunststof koffer
Technische specificaties
Capaciteit in hout
Capaciteit in staal
Capaciteit in beton
Opgenomen vermogen
Slagenergie
Toerental onbelast
Aantal slagen belast
Vibratieniveau
Vibratie onzekerheidsfactor
(K) m/s²
Geluidsniveau
Geluidsdrukniveau (Lpa) dB(A)
Geluid onzekerheidsfactor
(K) dB(A)
Lengte
Gewicht

Standaard
toebehoren
Standard accessories
22accu's
accu's- -1 1oplader
oplader- 1
- 1zijhandgreep
zijhandgreep- 1- 1bitbit- 1- 1HSC
HSCII II
Standaard
toebehoren
Standard accessories
2 accu's - 1 oplader - 1 kunststof koffer

32 mm
13 mm
28 mm
850 W
3,4 J
0 - 1.100 tr/min.
0 - 4.300 /min.
11,5 (Tri-axial) m2/sec.

Technische specifi
caties
specificaties
Capaciteit in hout
Capaciteit in staal
Houtschroeven
Machineschroeven
Aandraaimoment
Max. aandraaimoment
Toerental onbelast hoog
Toerental onbelast laag
Capaciteit boorhouder
Lengte
Gewicht
Accu
Oplader

1,5
100 dB
89
3
367 mm
2,9 kg

DH26PBWSZ

DS18DJLWQZ
DS18DJLWQZ

SDS-PLUS Rotary hammer

Accu schroefmachine
Battery
drill
EAN 4966376310883
4966376310883

38 mm
13 mm
6,8 x 50 mm
6 mm
1 - 6 Nm
53 Nm
0 - 1.250 tr/min.
0 - 450 tr/min.
13 mm
213 mm
1,7 kg
BSL1815, 18 V, 1.5 Ah
UC18YKSL, 220 V, 50/60 Hz

Ook
Ookverkrijgbaar
verkrijgbaarals
als
DV18DBL2W2Z
DV18DBL2W2Z
EAN
EAN4966376312269
4966376312269
Inclusief
InclusiefHSC
HSCII IIkoffer.
koffer.
Exclusief
Exclusiefaccu's
accu'sen
enlader.
lader.
DV18DBL2W4Z
DV18DBL2W4Z
EAN
EAN4966376312276
4966376312276
InInkartonnen
kartonnendoos.
doos.
Exclusief
ExclusiefHSC
HSCII IIkoffer,
koffer,accu's
accu'senenlader.
lader.

Technische
caties
Technischespecifi
specificaties
Capaciteit
Capaciteitininhout
hout
Capaciteit
Capaciteitininstaal
staal
Capaciteit
Capaciteitininsteen
steen
Houtschroeven
Houtschroeven
Machineschroeven
Machineschroeven
Max.
Max.aandraaimoment
aandraaimomenthard
hard
Max.
Max.aandraaimoment
aandraaimomentzacht
zacht
Toerental
Toerentalonbelast
onbelasthoog
hoog
Toerental
Toerentalonbelast
onbelastlaag
laag
Aantal
Aantalslagen
slagen
Capaciteit
Capaciteitboorhouder
boorhouder
L Lx xHH
Gewicht
Gewicht
Accu
Accu
Oplader
Oplader

7676mm
mm
1313mm
mm
1616mm
mm
1010x x90
90mm
mm
6 6mm
mm
136
136Nm
Nm
6262Nm
Nm
0 0- -2.100
2.100tr/min.
tr/min.
0 0- -500
500tr/min.
tr/min.
0 0- -31.500
31.500/min.
/min.
1313mm
mm
204
204x x257
257mm
mm
2,5
2,5kgkg
BSL1850,
BSL1850,1818V,V,5.0
5.0Ah
Ah
UC18YFSL,
UC18YFSL,220
220V,V,50/60
50/60HzHz

DV18DBSLWPZ
DV18DBSLWPZ
Accu
klop-boor-schroefmachine
Battery
impact drill
EAN
EAN4966376326419
4966376326419
Standaard
toebehoren
Standard accessories
2 accu's
- 1 -oplader
- 1 -HSC
batteries
1 charger
HSCIIII
Technische specifi
caties
specificaties
Capaciteit in hout
Capaciteit in staal
Houtschroeven
Zelfborende schroeven
Aandraaimoment
Max. aandraaimoment
Toerental onbelast hoog
Toerental onbelast laag
Capaciteit boorhouder
Lengte
Gewicht
Accu
Oplader

Standaard toebehoren
1 handgreep - 1 diepteaanslag - 1 kunststof koffer
Technische specificaties
Capaciteit in hout
Capaciteit in staal
Capaciteit in beton
Kroonboren
Opgenomen vermogen
Slagenergie
Toerental onbelast
Aantal slagen belast
Lengte
Gewicht

32 mm
13 mm
26 mm
50 mm
830 W
3,2 J
0 - 1.100 tr/min.
0 - 4.000 /min.
367 mm
2,8 kg

DH26PBW1Z

DS18DJLWLZ
DS18DJLWLZ

SDS-PLUS Rotary hammer

Accu schroefmachine
metlamp
lamp
Battery
power drill with
EAN 4966376328666
4966376328666

38 mm
13 mm
6,8 x 50 mm
6 mm
1 - 6 Nm
53 Nm
0 - 1.250 tr/min.
0 - 450 tr/min.
13 mm
213 mm
1,7 kg
BSL1830, 18 V, 3.0 Ah
UC18YKSL, 220 V, 50/60 Hz

Standaard
toebehoren
Standard accessories
22accu's
- 1 oplader
- HSC
II II
batteries
- 1 charger
- HSC
Technische
caties
Technischespecifi
specificaties
Capaciteit
Capaciteitininhout
hout
Capaciteit
Capaciteitininstaal
staal
Capaciteit
Capaciteitininsteen
steen
Houtschroeven
Houtschroeven
Machineschroeven
Machineschroeven
Max.
Max.aandraaimoment
aandraaimomenthard
hard
Max.
Max.aandraaimoment
aandraaimomentzacht
zacht
Toerental
Toerentalonbelast
onbelasthoog
hoog
Toerental
Toerentalonbelast
onbelastlaag
laag
Aantal
Aantalslagen
slagenhoog
hoog
Aantal
Aantalslagen
slagenlaag
laag
Lengte
Lengte
Gewicht
Gewicht
Accu
Accu
Oplader
Oplader

Standaard toebehoren
2 accu's
- 1 -oplader
- 1 -lamp
- 1 -kunststof
koffer
batteries
1 charger
1 lamp
1 plastic case
Technische
specificaties
Technical specificaties
Capaciteit in hout
Capaciteit in staal
Houtschroeven
Zelfborende schroeven
Aandraaimoment
Max. aandraaimoment
Toerental onbelast hoog
Toerental onbelast laag
Capaciteit boorhouder
Lengte
Gewicht
Accu
Oplader

Standaard toebehoren
1 handgreep - 1 diepteaanslag - 1 HSC II
Technische specificaties
Capaciteit in hout
Capaciteit in staal
Capaciteit in beton
Kroonboren
Opgenomen vermogen
Slagenergie
Toerental onbelast
Aantal slagen belast
Lengte
Gewicht

32 mm
13 mm
26 mm
50 mm
830 W
3,2 J
0 - 1.100 tr/min.
0 - 4.300 /min.
367 mm
2,8 kg

Power tools catalogus 2018 - 2019
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38 mm
13 mm
6,8 x 50 mm
6 mm
1 - 6 Nm
53 Nm
0 - 1.250 tr/min.
0 - 450 tr/min.
13 mm
213 mm
1,7 kg
BSL1830, 18 V, 3.0 Ah
UC18YKSL, 220 V, 50/60 Hz

50
50mm
mm
1313mm
mm
1313mm
mm
88x x100
100mm
mm
66mm
mm
70
70Nm
Nm
40
40Nm
Nm
00- -1.800
1.800tr/min.
tr/min.
00- -400
400tr/min.
tr/min.
00- -27.000
27.000/min.
/min.
00- -6.000
6.000/min.
/min.
184
184mm
mm
22kgkg
BSL1850,
BSL1850,1818V,V,5.0
5.0Ah
Ah
UC18YFSL,
UC18YFSL,220
220V,V,50/60
50/60HzHz

Ook
Alsoverkrijgbaar
available asals
DV18DBSLW6Z
DV18DBSLW6Z
EAN
EAN4966376326358
4966376326358
Inclusief
InclusiefHSC
HSCII IIkoffer.
koffer.
Exclusief
en lader.
Withoutaccu's
batteries
and charger.
DV18DBSLW3Z
DV18DBSLW3Z
EAN
EAN4966376326372
4966376326372
InInkartonnen
cardboarddoos.
box.
Exclusief
HSC
II koffer,
en lader.
Including
HSC
II case, accu's
batteries
eand charger.
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Koki Holdings Co., Ltd.
Shinagawa Intercity Tower A, 20th floor15-1,
Konan 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-6020, Japan
Tel. 	+81-3-5783-0601
Fax +81-3-5783-0709
www.koki-holding.com

Follow us on our socials and
never miss out on HiKOKI news

hikoki-powertools.nl

Developing innovative technologies in Japan since 1948.
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Explanation
of features

Focus magazine
1st edition - 2018

A new name comes
with a new magazine.
Effective October 1st 2018 Hitachi Power Tools becomes HiKOKI High
Performance Power Tools. Our new name comes with a new visual identity.
This is the first edition of Focus. In this magazine you will find, besides a few
existing power tools, the newest power tools equipped with the most modern
en innovative technologies. Technologies that represent how we are as a
brand, that represent what our designers and engineers do and what we
are proud of at HiKOKI.

From September 1 2018
to January 31 2018

MULTI VOLT battery

AC power.
DC freedom.

MULTI VOLT
One battery pack, two volt classes
- the new and innovative Multi-Volt
battery packs. The 36-volt lithium-ion
battery packs are compatible with
18-volt class cordless tools. Intelligent
connecting technology make it
possible. The battery pack is able to
detect whether it is being used in
an 18-volt or a 36-volt device, and
automatically adjusts the voltage.

Triple hammer
More power and control. Less vibrations. In de power modus wordt de
slagkracht drastisch verhoogd doordat
het aantal slagen verminderd en
de interval tussen de slagen wordt
verlengd. Deze modus is ideaal
voor lange of dikke schroeven.

Li-ion accu
Every 10.8, 14, 18 and 36 Volt
Lithium-ion battery pack has a built in
Electronic Control Circuit. This unique
design provides the safest system
available to protect and enhance the
performance of these batteries. By always keeping the batteries within safe
operating conditions, this electronic
control ensures that batteries accept
many charges than conventional
batteries.

Brushless motor
Hitachi original compact controller
and no waring parts (carbon brush,
commutator, rotor coil).

r

⊲ 1.080 W high power output
⊲ Compact & lightweight
⊲ Automatic voltage change
between 36 V and 18 V
A completely new generation battery systems, which looks
almost exactly like the current 18V battery, but it’s the
technology inside that makes the difference. Innovations that
contribute in improving your performance. This battery, paired
with MULTI VOLT 36 V power tools, offers unprecedented
cordless power over 1,000 W with it’s size and weight. The
compatibility allows you to easily switch the li-ion battery of
36 V to an 18 V power tool. In short, you’re just a simple click
away from achieving the highest performance.

User Vibration Protection
Reduced vibration and improved
operating efficiency.

Battery impact drill
DS36DAWRZ
36 V - 2.5 Ah - 138 Nm

IP56
International Protection(IP) is a standard developed by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to
indicate the degrees of protection
provided by enclosures of electrical
equipment against access to hazardous parts, ingress of solid foreign
objects and ingress of water.

Adipiscing diam donec adipiscing tristique risus nec feugiat.
Pharetra diam sit amet nisl suscipit adipiscing bibendum. Diam
volutpat commodo sed egestas egestas fringilla phasellus. Dolor
purus non enim praesent elementum facilisis leo vel. Nec feugiat
nisl pretium fusce id velit ut tortor. Complete with HSC II case
with 2x 2.5 Ah batteries and charger.

Low Vibration Handle
The vibration absorbing mechanism
with the transatory-unit (rubber
dampers) and hinge-unit (for rotary
hammers) create a high vibration-absorbig effect.

Active Control System
By HiKOKI newly developed Active
Control System makes sure the
effectiveness of the individual machine
will be adjusted automatically to the
load. By doing so, you have more
control over the machine, all fully
automatically!

Also available as
DS36DAW2Z
Including HSC II case. Without batteries and charger.

Battery impact driver drill
DV36DAWRZ
36 V - 2.5 Ah - 138 Nm
Aluminium Housing Body
The internal double-insulation construction with an aluminum die-cast
body and a plastic starter holder.

Adipiscing diam donec adipiscing tristique risus nec feugiat. Pharetra
diam sit amet nisl suscipit adipiscing bibendum. Diam volutpat commodo
sed egestas egestas fringilla phasellus. Dolor purus non enim praesent
elementum facilisis leo vel. Nec feugiat nisl pretium fusce id velit ut tortor.
Complete with HSC II case with 2x 2.5 Ah batteries and charger.

Reactive Force Control
Stop the motor’s output to reduce
twisting of the main unit when the
tool bit is suddenly overburdened
during operation.

HiKOKI has tested their machines
by TNO when working dust-free is a
priority.

Also available as
DV36DAW2Z
Including HSC II case. Without batteries and charger.

3

Battery disc grinder
G3613DAWRZ
36 V - 2.5 Ah - 125 mm
Eu scelerisque felis imperdiet proin fermentum leo vel orci. Metus aliquam eleifend mi in. Elit
ullamcorper dignissim cras tincidunt lobortis. Fermentum iaculis eu non diam phasellus vestibulum
lorem sed. Consequat nisl vel pretium lectus quam id. Adipiscing diam donec adipiscing tristique
risus nec feugiat. Pharetra diam sit amet nisl suscipit adipiscing bibendum. Diam volutpat commodo
sed egestas egestas fringilla phasellus. Dolor purus non enim praesent elementum facilisis leo vel.
Nec feugiat nisl pretium fusce id velit ut tortor. Complete with HSC II case with
2x 2.5 Ah batteries and charger.

The new compact and
lightweight 36 V / 18 V battery.

Get the
most out of
your tools.
Meet our newest
power tools.

Discover our latest
technologies.

Electronic break

Also available as
G3613DAW2Z
Including HSC II case. Without batteries and charger.

Battery disc grinder
G3613DBWRZ
36 V - 2.5 Ah - 125 mm

Soft grip and and anti-vibration side handle.

The highest
level of
ergonomics.
Take advantage of our
combo packs.

Electronic break

Also available as
G3613DBW2Z
Including HSC II case. Without batteries and charger.
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Seasonal leaflet

Eu scelerisque felis imperdiet proin fermentum leo vel orci. Metus aliquam eleifend mi in. Elit
ullamcorper dignissim cras tincidunt lobortis. Fermentum iaculis eu non diam phasellus vestibulum
lorem sed. Consequat nisl vel pretium lectus quam id. Adipiscing diam donec adipiscing tristique
risus nec feugiat. Pharetra diam sit amet nisl suscipit adipiscing bibendum. Diam volutpat commodo
sed egestas egestas fringilla phasellus. Dolor purus non enim praesent elementum facilisis leo vel.
Nec feugiat nisl pretium fusce id velit ut tortor. Complete with HSC II case with
2x 2.5 Ah batteries and charger.
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MULTI VOLT battery

AC power.
DC freedom.

Meet the new li-ion battery
cordless nailer series.

Blending
portability
with power.

Experience the same power as pneumatic nailers,
but without an air hose, power code, or fuel gas.
Besides the portability, the HiKOKI li-ion Nailer series
have a good gravity balance and an ergonomic soft
grip, which makes your job as easy and comfortable as
possible. Moreover, the unique air spring drive system,
which is integrated inside the machine, requires no gas
cartridges, so the maintenance is very little. The Dry-fire
lockout prevents unwanted marks or scratches on the
material, so you can rely on a well-finished result.
hikoki-powertools.com

A completely new generation battery systems,
which looks almost exactly like the current
18V battery, but it’s the technology inside
that makes the difference. Innovations that
contribute in improving your performance.
This battery, paired with MULTI VOLT 36 V
power tools, offers unprecedented cordless
power over 1,000 W with it’s size and weight.
The compatibility allows you to easily switch
the li-ion battery of 36 V to an 18 V power
tool. In short, you’re just a simple click away
from achieving the highest performance.
hikoki-powertools.com

Advertising
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The Multi Volt series.

The Li-ion battery
cordless nailer series.

AC power.
DC freedom.

Blending portability
with power.
AC Brushless Motor series.

Everlasting
efficiency.

Flagships | Posters
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MULTI VOLT | Counter display
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Koki Holdings Co., Ltd.
Shinagawa Intercity Tower A, 20th floor15-1,
Konan 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-6020, Japan
Tel. 	+81-3-5783-0601
Fax +81-3-5783-0709
www.koki-holdings.com

Follow us on our socials and
never miss out on HiKOKI news

hikoki-powertools.nl

Developing innovative technologies in Japan since 1948.

